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Intel products have achieved significant performance improvements in the past couple years.
Significant performance improvements are dependant on system configuration, system factors

(hardware, software, and/or driver) and changes to Intel products and Intel products release
schedule. Changes to Intel products release schedule as well as to system configuration, system
factors (hardware, software, and/or driver) can result in significant performance improvements
or decreases. In addition, performance changes are only guaranteed if drivers are certified as
compatible with a specific Intel product. To see certified product drivers for Intel products, see

the Intel Driver & Hardware Support for Certified Products List. If you are experiencing
performance issues or have questions about Intel products, we recommend contacting your
system vendor. Microsoft Windows 7 comes with a full set of drivers and built-in tools to help
you diagnose and resolve hardware-related problems. When you have a problem related to a
hardware driver or the built-in tools, click “Start”, and then type in “Control Panel”. In Control
Panel, you will find a menu that looks like the one shown in the image below. Click “Sound &
Audio Device.” valid on the following intel chipsets: celeron (0.90ghz and above), pentium

(0.85ghz and above), intel core 2 duo, intel core 2 extreme, intel core 2 extreme duo, intel core
2 quad, intel core 2 extreme qx9750, intel core 2 duo e7400, intel core i3, intel core i5, intel

core i7. i have installed the latest intel matrix storage manager for windows xp. i'm having the
same problem. i've tried the links you sent and i'm unable to download the files (i've tried with

several different e-mail addresses, but am unable to download anything).
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the longer the cable is, the longer the audio latency. also, the number of audio channels that
can be linked to an interface is limited by the number of digital audio outputs and inputs on the
interface. very small interfaces (1/8 inch) have only a single mono audio output, and can only be

used for headphones. not all interfaces support headphones, so it is best to check this before
buying. the maximum length of a digital audio cable is limited by what is available on the

interface. the maximum number of channels that can be used is also limited by the number of
inputs and outputs on the interface. this can be overcome by using more than one cable.

however, if the interface has 8 digital inputs and outputs, the maximum number of channels is
8. audio cables are available in lengths of 100 feet or more. i have a question that is probably
very simple for most of you, but i have not been able to find an answer through searching. i

have a creative sb live! audio pci card and a onkyo a-100 sound card. both are connected to my
motherboard's ac97. both cards are in my sound device list. both are also listed in my "audio"

control panel tab. when i open my control panel, my sb live! audio and my onkyo a-100 are both
listed in there. when i play my music or an mp3, i can hear through the sb live! audio, but when i

change to my onkyo a-100, the music i am playing is not playing through the onkyo. if i then
change back to the sb live! audio, the music is still playing through the onkyo. i can't seem to

get either to play through the other, even though they are both listed in my control panel.
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